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Ruby and Garnet are ten-year-old twins. They're identical, and they do EVERYTHING together, especially since their
mother died three years earlier - but they couldn't be more different. Bossy, bouncy, funny Ruby loves to take charge,
and is desperate to be a famous actress, while quiet, sensitive, academic Garnet loves nothing more than to curl up with
one of her favourite books. And when everything around the twins is changing so much, can being a double act work for
ever?
Dexter Morgan, a secret assassin working as a blood spatter analyst for the Miami Police Department, finds his efforts to
seek domestic tranquility undermined by a psychopath terrorizing the city.
Dexter Morgan is more than Miami's top forensic blood spatter expert. He does double-duty as the city's friendly
neighborhood crime-fighting serial killer...a murderer who targets his fellow murderers! Dexter puts his horrible hobby on
hold as he finds himself trapped in a sticky situation - his high school reunion. But when Miami's newest serial killer starts
racking up a body count, has Dexter met his match? And did Dexter have a hand in creating this brutal butcher? It's
murderous mayhem as Dexter's Dark Passenger - his bloodthirsty inner voice - demands satisfaction and the forensic
expert turns inward, getting his hands dirty digging through a dark chapter from his past. From Dexter creator and
acclaimed novelist Jeff Lindsay (Darkly Dreaming Dexter) and star artist Dalibor Talajic (X-Men) comes this chilling
chapter in the Dexter legacy! COLLECTING: Dexter 1-5
Meet Dexter Morgan, a polite wolf in sheep’s clothing. He’s handsome and charming, but something in his past has
made him abide by a different set of rules. He’s a serial killer whose one golden rule makes him immensely likeable: he
only kills bad people. • The Killer Character That Inspired the Hit Showtime Series Dexter And his job as a blood splatter
expert for the Miami police department puts him in the perfect position to identify his victims. But when a series of brutal
murders bearing a striking similarity to his own style start turning up, Dexter is caught between being flattered and being
frightened–of himself or some other fiend.
Discover some of the world's most infamous killers in perfectly-illustrated detail. People have an obsession with serial
killers, giving them a cult-like following from those with a morbid fascination. With their crimes going down in history, so
many people have tried to get into their minds and discover what made them tick. Inside this spine-chilling coloring book,
you'll discover 23 of the world's most notorious serial killers, depicted with stunning and detailed illustrations for you to
color. You'll find: Ted Bundy Ed Gein Pablo Escobar Charles Manson Genene Jones Terry Nichols Ricard Ramirez
Graham Young The Zodiac Killer And More... With single-sided pages to prevent bleed and make tearing out your
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favorites easy, as well as high-resolution images, this book is perfect for those with a morbid curiosity of the monsters
who walk among us. Ideal as a gift - or just for yourself - this book puts on show the world's worst killers in stunning
detail, with symbolism to link them to their crimes and weapons of choice.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • In his work as a Miami crime scene investigator, Dexter Morgan is accustomed to seeing
evil deeds—particularly because, on occasion, he commits them himself. Dexter's happy existence is turned upside down
when he is called to an unusually disturbing crime scene at the university campus. • The Killer Character That Inspired
the Hit Showtime Series Dexter Dexter's Dark Passenger—mastermind of his homicidal prowess—immediately senses
something chillingly recognizable and goes into hiding. Dexter is alone for the first time in his life, and he realizes he's
being hunted by a truly sinister adversary. Meanwhile he's planning a wedding and trying to learn how to be a stepfather
to his fiancé's two kids—who might just have dark tendencies themselves. Macabre, ironic, and wonderfully entertaining,
Dexter in the Dark goes deeper into the psyche of one of the freshest protagonists in fiction.
Frank is on a secret mission! Where could the dinosaur be hiding? Is it at the Beach? Is it in Outer Space? Can you help
Frank find the missing dinosaur? And what else will you find on your search? Filled with vibrant, wacky look-and-find
illustrations from the amazing mind of Katie Abey, join Frank on his search and be amazed and amused with every page!
DARKLY DREAMING DEXTER: Dexter Morgan can't stand the sight of blood. Which makes his job as a blood spatter
analyst for the Miami PD a little tricky. But it means that he's very tidy when it comes to his hobby: murder. After all, even
though Dexter only ever kills bad people, he doesn't want to draw attention to it. But now there's another killer out there
who's being a whole lot less subtle¿ DEARLY DEVOTED DEXTER: Miami's best-dressed serial killer is getting twitchy he hasn't killed for months. Ever since their paths first crossed, Sergeant Doakes hasn't let Dexter Morgan out of his
sight. Then a body turns up, mutilated and barely alive. To trap the torturer, Doakes and Dexter will have to work
together, if they can trust each other. It's a devil's pact and one of them will have to be the bait... DEXTER IN THE DARK:
When Dexter is brought in to analyse a charred headless corpse, it seems he's dealing with a killer even more sinister
than he is, and one with a personal interest in him. And with Dexter now having a wedding to plan and a family to protect,
the stakes are high. As he realises his step-children might share his blood-lust, if he's ever to help them target it, Dexter
will first have to stay alive himself.
Forensic analyst and nighttime vigilante Dexter Morgan discovers that he is being followed by a killer who is copying his methods, an
adversary whom Dexter seeks to outmaneuver using his trademark knack for extricating himself from trouble.
A disillusioned ex-cop is drawn back into danger in this “rock-solid series debut” by the New York Times–bestselling author of the Dexter
novels (Booklist). When a hostage situation turns deadly, Billy Knight loses everything—his wife, his daughter, and his career in law
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enforcement. Devastated, he heads to Key West to put down his gun and pick up a rod and reel as a fishing boat captain. But former coworker Roscoe McAuley isn’t ready to let Billy rest. When Roscoe tells Billy that his son was the victim of premeditated murder during the
riots following the Rodney King trial, Billy sends him away. When Roscoe himself turns up dead a few weeks later, however, Billy can’t keep
from getting sucked back into Los Angeles, and the streets that took so much from him. Billy’s investigations into the death of a former cop,
and his son, will take him up to the highest echelons of the LAPD, finding corruption at every level. It puts him on a collision course with the
law, with his past, with his former fellow officers, and with the dark aftermath of the civil rights movement—in a case with more dangerous blind
curves than Mulholland Drive. “Sustains a high level of excitement, capped by a stunning climax, and introduces a smoothly characterized
cast, especially Billy, with his gallows humor.” —Publishers Weekly
A full year curriculum for second grade reading and writing.
Every site discussed is fully accessible to the public and the author provides their locations, listing the museums that contain the primary
artifacts for each."--BOOK JACKET.
From the New York Times–bestselling author of the Dexter novels: “A game of cat and mouse that builds to an utterly terrifying climax on the
high seas” (Publishers Weekly, starred review). Ex-cop Billy Knight wants to ride out Key West’s slow season with the occasional fishing
charter and the frequent beer. But when he discovers a dead body floating in the gulf, Billy gets drawn into a deadly plot of dark superstition
and profound evil. Along with his gun-happy friend Nicky, and Anna, a resilient and mysterious survivor of her own horrors, Billy sets out to
right the wrongs the police won’t—putting himself in mortal peril along the way. “This is a thriller of the highest order.” —Booklist (starred
review)
A rousing science fiction debut from Michael Dorn, Worf of the immensely popular Star TrekT television series and films. After cultural
anthropologist Tony Millers plane is blown off course, he must land on a strange tropical island. The natives capture Miller and force him to
run a deadly gauntlet through the jungle towards a strangely glowing boulder that they worship as a god. With a combination of luck and
resourcefulness, Miller is able to quell the natives, and return to his lab at UC Berkeley to examine part of the boulder. But enroute, during a
raging electrical storm, the rock is dislodged, crashing to earth... literally ripping Time/Space in the process.
"Imagine Neuromancer and Lilith's Brood conceived a baby while listening to My Chemical Romance and then that baby was adopted by
Ghost in the Shell and Blue Submarine no. 6. The baby's name is Unity." --Meredith Russo, author of If I Were Your Girl Evoking the gritty
cyberpunk of Mad Max and the fluid idealism of Sense8, Unity is a spectacular new re-envisioning of humanity. Breakout author Elly Bangs
has created an expressive, philosophical, science-fiction thriller that expands upon consciousness itself. Danae is not only herself. She is
concealing a connection to a grieving collective inside of her body. But while she labors as a tech servant in the dangerous underwater
enclave of Bloom City, her fractured self cannot mend. In a desperate escape, Danae and her lover Naoto hire the enigmatic ex-mercenary
Alexei to guide them out of the imploding city. But for Danae to reunify, the three new fugitives will have to flee across the otherworldly beauty
of the postapocalyptic Southwest. Meanwhile, Danae's warlord enemy, the Duke, and a strange new foe, the Borrower, already seek them at
any price.
Pulling off an impossible crime is the only way he can stay alive. Stealing a Faberge egg. Surviving a double cross. And pulling off the most
incredible robbery ever, for the world’s most demanding—and dangerous—collector. This will be the challenge of thief extraordinaire Riley
Wolfe’s life. Held prisoner by a top-dog international arms dealer, and a top-notch art collector, Riley has to steal an artwork. Small
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problem—it’s a fresco, “The Liberation of St. Peter.” Slightly larger problem—it’s in the Vatican. And, it's a literal wall. Riley has no choice:
agree or die. But when his captor turns him loose, he finds even more dangerous criminals waiting to ensnare him, threatening his life and the
life of the woman he loves. The threat is clear. Riley knows they both have only one way out. With wicked dialogue, tons of explosive twists,
and cinema-worthy scenes, Jeff Lindsay’s Fool Me Twice is a wildly entertaining caper starring an antihero you’ll root for, Riley Wolfe.

Serial killer Dexter Morgan reevaluates his life views upon the birth of his daughter and investigates the disappearance of a
teenage girl who has been running with a group of goths rumored to be engaging in cannibalism.
Riley Wolfe is a master thief, expert at disguise, and not averse to violence when it's needed. It's no accident, though, that Riley
targets the wealthiest 0.1 percent and is willing to kill them when they're in his way: he despises the degenerate and immoral rich
and loves stealing their undeserved and unearned valuables. In this series launch, Riley aims for an extraordinary target in a heist
that will make history. Riley will try to steal the Crown Jewels of Iran. Yes, these jewels are worth billions, but the true attraction for
grabbing them comes down to one simple fact: it can't be done. Stealing these jewels is absolutely impossible. The collection is
guarded by space-age electronics and two teams of heavily armed mercenaries. No one could even think of getting past the
airtight security and hope to get away alive, let alone with even a single diamond from the Imperial Collection. No one but Riley
Wolfe. He's always liked a challenge. But this challenge may be more than even he can handle. Aside from the impenetrable
security, Riley is also pursued by a brilliant and relentless cop who is barely a step behind him. With the aid of his sometime ally, a
beautiful woman who is a master art forger, Riley Wolfe goes for the prize that will either make him a legend-or, more likely, leave
him dead.
Without doubt, Cuba is facing its most serious economic challenge in nearly thirty-five years of revolutionary rule. There is
consensus that as the official, centrally planned economy has faltered, ordinary citizens eke out a living only by engaging in underthe-table, unrecorded, and mostly illegal activities. In fact, this "second economy" is growing by leaps and bounds. This volume
sketches the contours of the very complex phenomenon of the second economy of socialist Cuba, and discusses its evolution over
time, as well as the role that it may play in the transition to a market economy on the island. The economic crisis of the 1990s has
propelled the second economy from behind the scenes to center stage. Not only have black markets mushroomed, but second
economy activities connected to the free-market that the Castro government has traditionally discouraged or even prosecuted are
now being incorporated into the government's own economic strategy. Self-employment, cultivation of individual plots, and the use
of foreign currencies to buy or sell goods, are now promoted with considerable enthusiasm by the leadership. Perez-Lopez
examines different ways of thinking about unregulated economic activities that have been set forth in the literature and concludes
that the concept of the second economy is the most appropriate for Cuba. He brings together available information from a
multitude of sources on the manifestations of the second economy in Cuba and of its operation. Cuba's Second Economy is a
timely study of an economic system in crisis. It will be of interest to economists, political scientists, policymakers, and Latin
America area scholars.
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A spirited and engaging read, In the Agora effectively illustrates how Canadian philosophers have contributed to public discourse
and enriched our world. It is a collection that is sure to prompt both interest and debate.
Double DexterA NovelVintage Crime/Black Lizard
A latest entry in the best-selling series finds forensic analyst and nighttime vigilante Dexter Morgan discovering that he is being
followed by a killer who is copying his methods, an adversary who Dexter seeks to outmaneuver using his trademark knack for
extricating himself from trouble.
Miami crime scene investigator--and a serial killer dedicated to eliminating evil people--Dexter Morgan confronts his ultimate
adversary, a sinister enemy that even terrifies Dexter's inner monster, and must use his sharpest investigative talents to find and
destroy his enemy, as well as to understand his own dark soul. 35,000 first printing.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The Dexter series continues with Dexter’s deadliest case yet. • The Killer Character That Inspired
the Hit Showtime Series Dexter After his surprisingly glorious honeymoon in Paris, life is almost normal for Dexter Morgan. Married
life seems to agree with him: he’s devoted to his bride, his stomach is full, and his homicidal hobbies are nicely under control. But
old habits die hard—and Dexter’s work as a blood spatter analyst never fails to offer new temptations that appeal to his offbeat
sense of justice. Not to mention that his Dark Passenger still waits to hunt with him in the moonlight. The discovery of a corpse
(artfully displayed as a sunbather relaxing on a Miami beach chair) naturally piques Dexter’s curiosity and Miami’s finest realize
they’ve got a terrifying new serial killer on the loose. And Dexter, of course, is back in business.
This book is a clinical guide in the practice of pediatric critical care and can serve as a roadmap for an introductory journey through this broad
and challenging subspecialty. Key topics intrinsic to the practice of pediatric critical care are addressed from an organ-system and diseasespecific perspective, and tailored to the needs of new learners. Comprehensive, practical and up-to-date information is provided in a userfriendly format that facilitates both learning and care implications. Each topic is analyzed and discussed in a custom-built section to provide
both an overview and the necessary detail to help the reader participate in and contribute to patient care. Definitions, etiologies, physical
findings, laboratory and radiologic data, differential diagnoses, management, suggested consultations and prognosis are condensed using
easy-to-find boxes, bulleted lists, decision trees, tables and illustrations.
What explains the huge popular following for Dexter, currently the most-watched show on cable, which sympathetically depicts a serial killer
driven by a cruel compulsion to brutally slay one victim after another? Although Dexter Morgan kills only killers, he is not a vigilante animated
by a sense of justice but a charming psychopath animated by a lust to kill, ritualistically and bloodily. However his gory appetite is controlled
by “Harry’s Code,” which limits his victims to those who have gotten away with murder, and his job as a blood spatter expert for the Miami
police department gives him the inside track on just who those legitimate targets may be. In Dexter and Philosophy, an elite team of
philosophers don their rubber gloves and put Dexter’s deeds under the microscope. Since Dexter is driven to ritual murder by his “Dark
Passenger,” can he be blamed for killing, especially as he only murders other murderers? Does Dexter fit the profile of the familiar fictional
type of the superhero? What part does luck play in making Dexter who he is? How and why are horror and disgust turned into aesthetic
pleasure for the TV viewer? How essential is Dexter’s emotional coldness to his lust for slicing people up? Are Dexter’s lies and deceptions
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any worse than the lies and deceptions of the non-criminals around him? Why does Dexter long to be a normal human being and why can’t
he accomplish this apparently simple goal?
David and John become embroiled in a new set of horrific but absurd challenges when movie-induced zombie phobia enables a nefarious
shape-shifter race to take over the world.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The Dexter series continues with a deadly duel with a copycat. • The Killer Character That Inspired the Hit
Showtime Series Dexter Dexter is displeased. Like any self-respecting, totally decent, soundly homicidal guy, Dexter Morgan takes great
pride in his work and is careful to remain anonymous. So he is, naturally, upset to discover that someone has identified him and—worst of
all—is now turning his own methods against him. The situation soon becomes more complicated when a brutal cop-killer begins targeting
Miami’s police detectives—leaving behind bodies that are battered beyond recognition—and stoking the department’s worst fears. As his
colleagues grow more paranoid of the psychotic killer in their midst, Dexter’s position is increasingly perilous. He is running out of time to
track down this copycat and deliver his usual special justice, before his dark hobby is revealed to the world.
"[Jason Pargin] has updated the Lovecraft tradition and infused it with humor that rather than lessening the horror, increases it dramatically.
Every time I set the book down down, I was wary that something really was afoot, that there were creatures I couldn't see, and that because I
suspected this, I was next. Engaging, comic, and terrifying." —Joe Garden, Features Editor, The Onion "[Pargin] is like a mash-up of Douglass
Adams and Stephen King... 'page-turner' is an understatement." —Don Coscarelli, director, Phantasm I-V, Bubba Ho-tep "That rarest of
things--a genuinely scary story." —David Wellington, author of Monster Island, Vampire Zero "JOHN DIES AT THE END has a cult following
for a reason: it's horrific, thought-provoking, and hilarious all at once. This is one of the most entertaining and addictive novels I've ever read."
—Jacob Kier, Publisher, Permuted Press STOP. You should not have touched this flyer with your bare hands. NO, don't put it down. It's too
late. They're watching you. My name is David. My best friend is John. Those names are fake. You might want to change yours. You may not
want to know about the things you'll read on these pages, about the sauce, about Korrok, about the invasion, and the future. But it's too late.
You touched the book. You're in the game. You're under the eye. The only defense is knowledge. You need to read this book, to the end.
Even the part with the bratwurst. Why? You just have to trust me. The important thing is this: The sauce is a drug, and it gives users a
window into another dimension. John and I never had the chance to say no. You still do. I'm sorry to have involved you in this, I really am. But
as you read about these terrible events and the very dark epoch the world is about to enter as a result, it is crucial you keep one thing in
mind: None of this was my fault.
The twenty-fifth anniversary edition of the #1 New York Times bestselling classic, now with a note by author Thomas Harris revealing his
inspiration for Hannibal Lecter. A serial murderer known only by a grotesquely apt nickname—Buffalo Bill—is stalking particular women. He has
a purpose, but no one can fathom it, for the bodies are discovered in different states. Clarice Starling, a young trainee at the F.B.I. Academy,
is surprised to be summoned by Jack Crawford, Chief of the Bureau's Behavioral Science section. Her assignment: to interview Dr. Hannibal
Lecter, a brilliant psychiatrist and grisly killer now kept under close watch in the Baltimore State Hospital for the Criminally Insane. Lecter's
insight into the minds of murderers could help track and capture Buffalo Bill. Smart and attractive, Starling is shaken to find herself in a
strange, intense relationship with the acutely perceptive Lecter. His cryptic clues—about Buffalo Bill and about her—launch Clarice on a search
that every reader will find startling, harrowing, and totally compelling. An ingenious, masterfully written novel, The Silence of the Lambs is a
classic of suspense and storytelling.
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This book is the ideal primer for anyone wishing to participate in an "Irish session." This musical gathering is apparently quite different than a
blues, jazz or bluegrass jam session in that it is customary at Irish sessions to play in tight unison with the other musicians, adapting
appropriate tempos, rhythms, and ornaments in an attempt to fit in with the "groove." The "Irish Session Tune Book" features 300 reels,
hornpipes, polkas, slides, and slip-jigs written without chord symbols for the melody instruments commonly played in Irish Sessions. The
author shares a wealth of melodies collected over the past 10 years, the majority learned by ear at Irish sessions: fiddle, accordion, tinwhistle,
tenor banjo, mandolin, bouzouki, etc. Authentic ornamentation is suggested for each tune with the admonition that ornamentation may vary
from region to region and chorus to chorus.
Dexter returns in a blood-soaked Australian adventure written by his creator, Jeff Lindsay! Dexter Morgan isn't just Miami's No. 1 forensic
blood-spatter expert - he's also a serial killer who targets other killers! But when Dexter travels Down Under on the trail of a new murderer, he
quickly learns that sharks aren't Australia's only deadly predator. Who is setting up illegal hunting safaris in the Outback, and are they
targeting more than big game? Dexter investigates as only he can, but soon discovers that he isn't the hunter - he's the prey! Now Dexter is
trapped in a private preserve where humans are in the crosshairs. Will this one end with a bang? COLLECTING: Dexter Down Under 1-5

A National Bestseller Have you ever wondered what it would be like talk to Parker Posey? On an airplane, with Parker as
your seat companion, perhaps? Parker’s irreverent, hilarious, and enchanting memoir gives you the opportunity. Full of
personal stories, whimsical how-tos, recipes, and beautiful handmade collages created by the author herself, You’re On
an Airplane is a delight in every way. In her first book, actress and star of movies such as Dazed and Confused, Party
Girl, You’ve Got Mail, The House of Yes, and so many more, Posey opens up about the art of acting, life on the set, and
the realities of its accompanying fame. A funny and colorful southern childhood prepared Posey for a life of creating and
entertaining, which not only extends to acting but to the craft of pottery, sewing, collage, yoga, and cooking, all of which
readers will find in this whimsical, hilarious, always entertaining book. Parker takes us into her childhood home, behind
the scenes of the indie film revolution in the 90s, the delightful absurdity of the big-budget genre thrillers she’s turned into
art in a whole new way, and the creativity that will always be part of both her acting and her personal life. With Posey’s
memorable, hilarious, and poignant voice, her book gives the reader a feeling of traveling through not only a memoir, but
an exploration, meditation, and celebration of what it means to be an artist. Buckle up and enjoy the journey.
This book dispels the widely-held view that paganism survived in Russia alongside Orthodox Christianity, demonstrating
that 'double belief', dvoeverie, is in fact an academic myth. Scholars, citing the medieval origins of the term, have often
portrayed Russian Christianity as uniquely muddied by paganism, with 'double-believing' Christians consciously or
unconsciously preserving pagan traditions even into the twentieth century. This volume shows how the concept of
dvoeverie arose with nineteenth-century scholars obsessed with the Russian 'folk' and was perpetuated as a propaganda
tool in the Soviet period, colouring our perception of both popular faith in Russian and medieval Russian culture for over
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a century. It surveys the wide variety of uses of the term from the eleventh to the seventeenth century, and contrasts
them to its use in modern historiography, concluding that our modern interpretation of dvoeverie would not have been
recognized by medieval clerics, and that 'double-belief' is a modern academic construct. Furthermore, it offers a brief
foray into medieval Orthodoxy via the mind of the believer, through the language and literature of the period.
Nine new studies address the phenomenon of the medieval pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela, the legendary
burying place of St. James.
"After seven national bestsellers and eight seasons as one of the most successful shows on television, New York Times
bestselling author Jeff Lindsay bids a thrilling farewell to his uniquely twisted and beloved serial killer, Dexter Morgan.
Dexter Is Dead is the definitive conclusion of the character who has become a global icon. Dexter Morgan has burned the
candle at both ends for many years. Blood spatter analyst. husband. father. serial killer. And now, for the first time, his
world has truly collapsed. Dexter is arrested on charges of murder. He has lost everything--including his wife, his kids,
and the loyalty of his sister. Now completely alone, Dexter faces a murder charge (for a crime. ironically. he did not
actually commit). His only chance for freedom lies with his brother, Brian, who has a dark plan to prove Dexter's
innocence. But the stakes are deadly, and the epic showdown that lies in Dexter's path may lead, once and for all, to his
demise. Jeff Lindsay's trademark devilish wit and cutting satire have never been sharper. Dexter Is Dead marks the end
of a beloved series, but is also Dexter's most satisfying and suspenseful outing yet"-Fifty scholars who represent a wide range of nationalities and specialties--archaeologists, biblical scholars, philologists,
and historians--have contributed essays in honor of Lawrence E. Stager, the Dorot Professor of the Archaeology of Israel
and Director of the Semitic Museum at Harvard University, on the occasion of his 65th birthday. Various academic
generations are represented: among the contributors to this volume are Professor Stager's former students and some of
his own teachers, as well as a diverse group of his many friends and colleagues of all ages. Moreover, the studies
collected herein span the gamut from detailed analyses of sites, artifacts, and texts to broad theoretical syntheses.
Several authors draw directly upon Stager's theoretical work, invoking his model of "port power" and his ideas about
kinship and "patrimonialism" in ancient Israel, thereby demonstrating his influence as one of the leading Near Eastern
archaeologists of his generation. Others discuss archaeological phenomena that have figured prominently in Stager's
research over the years, such as ancient horticulture, Iron Age houses and villages, and finds related to the site of
Ashkelon in Israel, where he has directed excavations since 1985. The remaining chapters are a fascinating sample of
research in biblical studies (often with a sociological emphasis, as in Stager's own work), in nonbiblical philology, and in
the archaeology of Israel and the eastern Mediterranean region in the Bronze and Iron Ages.
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